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KEIO SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY REPORTS 
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ON THE RATE OF CONVERGENCE OF THE 
INVARIANCE PRINCIPLE FOR 

STATIONARY SEQUENCES 

SHOY A KAN AG A WA 

Dept. of Mathematics, Keio University, Yokohama 223, Japan 

(Received November 10, 1981) 

ABSTRACT 

In this paper, the author estimates the rate of convergence of the invariance principle 
for some strictly stationary sequences of random variables satisfying the <fa-mixing condi
tion. 

1. Introduction and results 

Let {Xi, i~l} be a strictly stationary sequence of random variables on a 
probability space (!J,F,P) and suppose EX1=0 and E\X1\w<oo for some o>O. 
For positive integers a and b with 0 <a< b, let Fg denote the a-field generateted 
by random variables {Xa, .. ., Xb}. Suppose that the sequence {Xi} satisfies the 
¢-mixing condition in the sense that 

sup sup \P(AnB)-P(A)P(B)\/P(A)=¢(n)-+0 
a&;;1 A•Ff ,B•F':+n 

as n-+CX). 
It is known that if 

then the limit 

exists. (See, e.g. [5].) 

Let Sn= I;~=i Xi and So =0. Sup:Jose a2 >0 and de ine a cont;nuous polygonal 
line {Xn(t), 0;£t;£1} by 

where [/J] denotes an integer part of b. 
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Let C=C[O, 1] be the space of continuous functions on [O, 1] with the uniform 
metric d(x, y) =supg;;:;t;;:;1lx(t)-y(t)I and C be the smallest a-field containing all open 
sets in C. 

Let Pn be the distribution of {X,(t)} and W be the Wiener measure on (C, C). 
The Prokhorov-Levy metric p( ·, ·) on the space of probability measures on (C, C) 
is defined by 

p(R, Q)=inf{c:>O; R(B)~c:+Q{y; d(x, y)<c:, xc:B}, 

Q(B)~c:+R{y; d(x, y)<c:, xc:B} for all BcC} 

where R and Q are probability measures on (C, C). 
In this paper we shall show the following results concerning the rate of 

convergence of p(Pn, W) to zero. 

Theorem 1. Let {Xi} be a strictly stationary sequence, which is cp-mixing with 
coefficient ¢(n) satisfying 

(1.2) 

for some r>O as n--+oo. Suppose that EX1=0 and a=l in (1.1). If EIX1l 2+a<oo 
for some 0<o~2. then as n--+oo 

p(Pn, W) =O(n-a12c3 
'

20 ) log n). 

Theorem 2. In Theorem 1, replace condition (1. 2) by 

cp(n) =O(n-<9) 

for some ft>2(2+a)/(l+a). Then we have 

p(Pn, W) =O(n-•112c3+2ol+3c2+a)1~i log n). 

It should be mentioned that Yoshihara [9] gave some results on the rate of 
convergence of p(Pn, W) for an absolutely regular sequence under the moment 
condition EIX11 4 '<oo for some c:>O. Our moment condition is weaker than his, 
although his mixing condition is weaker than ours. 

2. Preliminaries 

The two lemmas are due to Ibragimov [6]. (As to Lemma 2, see also Yoko
yama [8].) 

Lemma 1. Suppose that f is F1a-measurable and g is Fa""i-n-measurable and that 
Elf Ir <oo and Elgl 8 <oo for r>l and s>l with r-1+s-1=1. Then 

IE(f g)-E(f)E(g)I ~2(¢(n)) 11rllfllrllglls. 

Lemma 2. Under the assumptions in Theorem 1 or Theorem 2, for each a>O, 
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as n-H>O 

For some O<a<l, let M=[n/[na]]+l and define lj={(j-l)[na]+l, (j-l)[na]+ 
2, ···, j[na]} for j=l, ···, M-1 and IM={(M-l)[na]+l, (M-l)[na]+2, ···, n}. Let y 1= 
.L:io1j n- 112Xi for j =1, ... , M. Moreover for positive (}, define U1={j[na]-[O(log n)J+ 
1, j[na]-[O(logn)]+2, ... , j[na]} and v1= .L:win-112X, i=l, ... , M-1 and VM=O. 

The basic idea of the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 is using the following 
approximation theorem by Berkes and Philipp [l]. 

Lemma 3. Let {Xi, i~l} be a sequence of random variables and {Ld~l} be a 
sequence of a-fields such that Xi is ~-measurable for each i and for some nk~O 

IP(A n B)-P(A)P(B)I ~r;kP(A) 

for all Ae Vi<kLi and BeLk. Then without changing its distribution we can redefine 
the sequence {X, i~l} on a probability space together with a sequence {Yi} of inde
pendent random variables such that Vi has the same distribution as Xi for each i 
and 

P{IXt- Vil~6r;i}~61Ji• i~l. 

The following lemma is due to Borovkov [2]. 

Lemma 4. Let {Yi} be a sequence of independent random variables with EYi=O 
and El Vilw<oo for some o>O for all i~l. Then for each t>O, 

P{max1:;;k:;;nl .L:~=1 Vil >t}~C1 exp{-C2t2/.L:1=1 EYf} 

+ .L:1=1 P(I Vil >t/4)+Cs(t-c2+o).L:1=1 El Yil 2+o)2, 

where Ci. C2 and Ca are positive constants depending only on o. 

3. Proof of Theorem 1 

Let 

a=u/(3+26), 

Sn=Kn-olc(a : 2o) log n, n ~ 1, 

J.n=n-•tcado) logn, n~l. 

where K is larger than (O/C2)
112. 

Using Lemmas 1 and 2, we can easily prove the following 

Lemma 5. For j=l, ... , M-1, as n-.oo 
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Ejyjj2+o =O(n<a-1)(1+o/2l), 

Ev}=O(log n)/n+O(n-1
) 

and 

Also 

and 

By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1 in [3] (p. 213), if we 
construct the Brownian motion {B(t), O~t~l} on (fJ, F, P) such that 

(3 .1) 

as n-H.x:i, the statement of the theorem is concluded. Hence first we have to 
define the Brownian motion. 

Denote ~i=yj-Vj, j=l, ···,Mand denote Mg the a-field generated by the random 
variables {~a.···, ~b} for O<a<b. For any AsMf and BcM:+1 we have 

IP(A n B)-P(A)P(B)I ~ef>([O log n])P(A) =0(n- 0r)P(A) 

uniformly with respect to a with l~a~M-1. Hence, by applying Lemma 3, we 
see that there exist a sequence {~,, ···, ~M} and a sequence of independent random 
variables {Y" ···, Y M} on a probability space (ti, F, P) such that the joint distribu
tion of {~i. .. ., ~M} is same as {~i. ···, ~M} and ~i has the same distribution as Vi with 

(3.2) 

for each i=l, ···, M, where C4 and Cr, are absolute positive constants. 
On the other hand, using the Skorokhod embedding theorem (Theorem 7 in 

[7]) we construct the Brownian motion {B*(t), O~t~l} and a sequence of inde
pendent and positive random variables {Tt, i=l, ···, M} on another probability space 
(fJ*, F*, P*) such that 

{(B*(Tt), B*(Tt+ Tt)-B*(T~). ···, B*("£t1=1 Tt)-B*("£11'=11 Tt)}~( Yi, Y2, ... , YM), 

and 

(3.3) 

for all l~i~M, where "~" means the equality of joint distributions and C6 is a 
positive constant depending only on a. 

Using Lemma Al in [1] we can redefine ({~i}, {Vi}, {Ti}, {B(t)}) on a common 
probability space (Q, F, P) such that the distribution of ({~d. {Yd) and ({B*("£1=1 Tt) 
-B*("£t:: Tt)}, {Tt}, {B*(t)}) are same as those of ({~i}, {Vi}) and ({Vi}, {Ti}, {B(t)}), 
respectively. 

Define {ao, ai, .. ., aM} by ai=i[na]/n for i=O, 1, ... , M-1 and aM=l. Let {Xn(t), 

O~t~l} and {Bn(t), O~t~l} be continuous polygonal lines defined by 

X n(t) = Xn(ak) + (Xn(ak+ ,)- Xn(ak) )(t- ak)/(ak+ 1 - ak), 
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for tc[ak, ak+1], k=O, 1, ···, M-1, and 

Bn(t) = B(ak) + (B(ak+ ,)-B(ak) )(t- ak)/(ak+ 1 - ak), 

for le[ak, a.t+1], k=O, 1, M-1, respectively. 

Lemma 6. As n~oo 

Proof. We have 

P{SUPo:;;t:;;1I X n(t)-Bn(t)I ~en} 

=P{max1:;;k:;;MI L:~=1Yi-B(ak)I ~en} 

~P{max1:;;k:;;MI L:~=1(Yi-Vi)-B(ak)I ~en/2} 

+ P{maX1:;;k:;;MJ L:~=1 Vil ~en/2} 

=:A,+A2, 

say. Applying Lemma 3 to A 2, we see that there exist independent and identically 
distributed random variables {Vi} such that Vi has the same distribution as Vi and 

where C1 and C8 are absolute positive constants. Thus by Lemmas 4 and 5 we 
have 

as n~oo. 

A2~P{max1:;;k:;;M-1 I L:~=1(vi- Vi)I ~en/4} 

+P{maX1:;;k:;;M-1I L;~=1 Vil >en/4} 

~(M-l)P{lvi- Vil ~en/4(M-l)}+C, exp{-C2 e~/I:f=~' EVi} 

+ L:f"~ 1 P{I Vil ~en/16}+Cs(I:f~ 1 El Vil wen -c2H))2 

=o(en), 

We next estimate A,. Denote Zk=L:~=1(Ti-ETi). Recall Yi-Vi=~i· Since 
L: ~ =1 Yi= B( L: ~ =t Ti) by the construction of { Yd, we have 

A,~P{max1:;;k:;;MI I:~=1(~i- Yi)j ~en/4} 

+P{max1:;;k:;;MI L:~=i Vi-B(ak)I ~en/4} 

~P{L;f=1l~i- Vil ~en/4} 

+ P{maXr:;;k:;;M I B(Zk + L:~=i ETi)- B(ak) I~ en/4} 

~ I:f=1 P{l~i- Vil ~en/4M} 

+P{max1:;;k:;;MIB(Zk+ L:~=1 ETi)c-B(ak)I ~en/4, 

maX1:;;k:;;MIZkl ~en} 

+P{max1:;;k:;;MIZkj >en} 

=:L,+L2+Ls, 
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say. By (3. 2) we have for any sufficiently large (} 

L, =O(ni-a-or) =o(en). 

Since ETi=EYl and Vi has the same distribution as ~i=Yi-Vi, we have 
ETi =E(yi-Vi)2

, thus 

By Lemmas 1 and 5 we have 

IE(y,v,)I ~ IE{O::;~"!.a,J-[o(logn>Jn-' 12Xi)vi}I + Evi 

~I: ~7!.a?-[DOog n)l2(<j)([na]-[(}(log n) + 1-i))Cl+o)/C2H) 

XI ln- 112 Xii I c2+o)1C1+0) I Iv, I l2+o + Evi 

=O(n-1(log n)), 

thus 

And also we have from Lemma 5 

and 

Hence there exists a positive constant C9 such that 

Then by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 5 in [7], we have 

L2~ L:f:, P{sup1t1:w+o9)in1B(t+ak)-B(ak)I ~e/4} 

~2M P{supo:;;t~o+o9)inlB(t)I ~en/4} 

=o(en). 

On the other hand by the Kolmogorov inequlity and the Marcinkiewicz
Zygmund inequlity we have 

where C10 is a positive constant depending only on o. Since Yi has the same 
distribution as ~i, using (3. 3) and Lemma 5, we have 
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where C11 is an absolute constant. Thus we have A1 =o(en), which concludes the 
lemma. 

The following lemma is due to Borovkov (Lemma 2 in [3]). 

Lemma 7. As n-+oo 

Finally we shall prove 

Lemma 8. As n-+oo 

Proof. Let q be a real number such that <jJ(q) < 1/10 and define 

{
o if [k/qJq+ i> k, 

xU. k)= 
1 if [k/q]q+ j ;5.k. 

By the definition of {Xn(t)} and {X n(t)} we have 

P{SUPo:ot~1IXn(t)-Xn(t)I ~en} 

;£ :Ef=1 P{SUPai-1~t~ailXn(t)-X n(t)I ~en} 

;5.M P{max1:;;k~[n«JI :E~=i n-112Xi-(k/[na]) L;~1!.?n- 112Xil ~en} 

Let m=[[na]/q]+l. Using Theorem 1.2 in [4] and lemma 3 we have as n-+oo 

(3.4) (M q)P{maX1:oksml :E~=1 n-112Xci-1)q+il ~en/2q} 

(M q)(en/4q)-c2+11) El :ET=1 n- 112Xci-1)q+1 l2+11 

l-<jJ(q)-(en/4q)-c2+11)max1:;;k:;;m-1EI L:T=k n-112XCi-1)q+1 l2+11. 

Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 5, we have by Lemmas 1 and 2 

and also we have from the stationarity of {Xi} 

which is O(nca-l)/(1+11/2)) because 
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uniformly with respect to k, 2~k~m. Thus the right hand side of (3.4) is the 
order of o(cn) as n-H>O. Hence the lemma is proved. 

By Lemmas 6, 7 and 8 we obtain (3 .1) and thus conclude the proof of Theo
rem 1. 

4. Proof of Theorem 2 

It is sufficient to modify some definitions in the proof of Theorem 1. We 
first define Uj by Uj={j[na]-[n<2-")1<1-12.B)J+l, j[na]-[n<2-") 1<1+ 2.B)J+2, ···, j[na]}, j=l, 

···, M-1 and put 

a= {2aj3+3(2+a)}/{2(3 +2a)j3+3(2+a)}, 

en= K n-01(2 ca+ 2o)+ac2 +o)1.ai (log n ), 

An= n-201l2cs+20) +sc2+o)/,a1(log n). 

We note that for 13>2(2+0)/(l+a) 

and 

as n---+co. The rest of the proof is the same as that of Theorem 1 and so is 
omitted. 
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